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Letter to Editors

Dr. Chandrasekaran’s reply to “Exercising and face masks: An important hypothesis buried in a
selective review”

Dear Authors

Thank you very much for your interest and critical feedback on our
recent hypothesis article published in “Medical Hypotheses” journal.
We are happy to address the concerns posed by Prof Greenhalgh and
colleagues with respect to our recent paper. Please find below clar-
ifications with our viewpoint, to the concerns directed to us.

Firstly, we would like to clarify to the authors and readers that our
article focuses only on the possible physiological mechanisms that
could be associated with wearing the tight custom made cloth masks
during moderate to heavy exercise (60–80% VO2 max or above anae-
robic threshold). Our article does not try to demote the theory of mask
usage in the community. We second the directives given by the reputed
health institutions regarding the usage of mask during community
visits/ interaction/ use of community resources (while using public
transportation, grocery store visits, meetings etc) as this measure will
help reduce the airborne transmission of the deadly virus.

Second, being a hypothetical proposition our literature search was
directed specifically towards the possible potential physiological me-
chanisms that the non-respiratory masks could induce in the exercising
population during moderate to heavy exercise, rather than the effects of
N95 or surgical masks used by health care professionals. The systematic
review by Bahl et al. 2020 investigated droplet transmission during
social distancing, but they have not investigated the effect of face masks
[1]. The systematic review by Bakhit et al. investigated the effects of
facemasks on the difficulty in breathing, as well as face irritation, and
our hypothesis solely tries to address the physiological mechanisms
underpinning the use of facemasks during exercise [2]. Though the
systematic review by Bakhit investigated downsides of the use of fa-
cemasks, majority (34 of 37) of the studies that were included, mainly
reported comparison of surgical and facemasks and only a few studies
reported discomfort claims. Our hypothesis pertains to the use of tight
custom made masks during moderate to vigorous exercise, not general
household work nor in healthcare professionals. We agree with the
authors that facemasks should be used in public places and can help
curb COVID transmission to almost 40% (Mitzie 2020), however, this
was published after the acceptance of our manuscript http://ftp.iza.
org/dp13319.pdf. We would once again like to reiterate that our hy-
pothesis was framed on the premise to link potential physiological
mechanisms associated with strenuous exercise rather than general
public gathering or household or healthcare work.

Third, we definitely support the statement made by WHO regarding
the use of masks for the general population in specific situations and
settings. However, WHO on June 16th 2020 advised against wearing
facemasks during exercise, considering the sweat accumulation leading
to breathing difficulties (https://www.who.int/images/default-source/
health-topics/coronavirus/myth-busters/mythbuster—masks-and-
exercise.png, accessed on 11/June/2020 on “Coronavirus disease

(COVID-19) advice for the public: Mythbusters”.
Fourth, we respect the work of the authors on facemask usage

during COVID 19 [3], and by no means meant to offend the sentiment
of the authors or their paper. We feel the message from our hypothesis
has been gravely misconstrued. We are aware of the limited evidence
available, with respect to facemasks curbing virus transmission (from
the references the authors quoted), and we only meant to convey that
the general population who do not generally exercise are exploiting the
use of masks and are getting out to exercise going against the govern-
ment regulations of home quarantine (Regulations that have urged in-
dividuals to step outdoors only for essential services and supplies, using
adequate precautionary measures). We meant no false interpretation or
disregard for the author's work.

Fifth, we would like to clarify the authors that the concept of our
hypothesis is more relatable with low-middle income countries that
would potentially practise use of facemasks during exercise, where
sports medicine practises are still at the stage of infancy, compared to
the established Western world of sports medicine. The authors would
agree with us, when we say that social exercisers engaging in strenuous
exercise in public places during the pandemic, would mainly be using
tight-fitting masks (not made for therapeutic purposes) that are easily
available, worldwide. The knowledge, availability and access of aero-
dynamically designed masks as mentioned by the authors is highly
doubtful, especially in developing countries. Further, the authors seem
to agree with our stand that masks are necessary unless the people are
exercising alone or at home.

Sixth, in our opinion the results from Roberge RJ et al study that
reported “2 out of 10 health care workers, going into hypercapnia with
the use of masks [4]”, does contribute to a significant risk (20%) in
patients with chronic diseases during strenuous exercise. Prof Green-
halgh and colleagues quoted a study by Person et al., which showed a
significant variation in dyspnea associated even with surgical masks
[5]. We hypothesised ill-fitting tight facemasks may aggravate the un-
derlying dyspnea in persons with chronic diseases while exercising.
Further Person et al. 2017 demonstrated the efficacy of surgical mask
on the six minute walk test, which is a submaximal test [5]. However,
our hypothesis revolves around th anticipated physiological alterations
with facemasks during maximal exercise (moderate to vigorous in-
tensity: 60–80% VO2Max)

We agree with the authors that our arguments regarding the risks of
respiratory alkalosis, increased lactate levels and early fatigue, down-
regulation of immune response, increased cardiac overload, compro-
mised renal function and reduced cerebral perfusion are speculative.
There remains a dearth in literature investigating facemask effects on
strenuous exercises (not low intensity activities such as, household or
office work, activities of daily living etc). We propose future studies
that could concentrate on the molecular level changes induced by even
slight hypercapnia in healthy adults with facemasks not asymptomatic
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COVID 19 patients, as mentioned by the authors in their third query.
Seventh, we too agree with the authors that only newspaper articles

and blogs are available to claim that masks can increase the spread
COVID19 and thus warrants further investigations at the primary care
level.

Lastly, the author's statement is in line with our hypothesis that
during prolonged exercise, there may be increased hypercapnia and
hypoxia. The available evidence is not strong enough to emphasize the
physiological alterations even during low-moderate exercise. We again
stress our point that our hypothesis focuses only on the speculated
physiological changes associated with tight custom made masks during
moderate to vigorous or prolonged exercise and not with basic house-
hold, occupational activities or public gathering.

We commend the authors for proposing a study that could objec-
tively measure the effects of face masks on strenuous exercise. As ex-
ercise and physical activity professionals, we eagerly await these re-
sults, which could be further advised to the general healthy population.
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